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For G. & M. Stout,  Dept Arts  Heri tage and the Gaeltacht.  

Museum Register E4028 

The assemblage consisted of 320 artefacts, the majority of which was of iron, with some lead and copper 

alloy. The overall flavour of the collection is of a self-sufficient community with a strong element of 

woodworking. Most tools were connected to woodworking, and the largest group of artefacts was the 

hand-wrought nails. Some interesting early post-medieval spoons were found and three Jew’s (or Jaw’s) 

harps were recovered. A highly unusual stick pin for an Irish context was the only dress accessory 

besides two buckles. Overall the material was in fairly good condition, with very few items defying 

identification. All objects were measured with a micrometre. The three maximum dimensions of each 

artefact are recorded with the description and metal type in the accompanying catalogue. The 

measurements are given in centimetres. The artefacts are grouped alphabetically according to function 

in the discussion below. Comparable objects when relevant, from other sites are referred to in the 

discussion. As all artefacts are from the same site, the museum registration no E4028 is assumed in all 

references. 

Coins 

The better preserved of the two copper alloy coins found at Bective Abbey was a 1683 halfpenny 

(110:2) 26.6mm in diameter. The obverse represents King Charles II (Caralvs II Dei Gratia Mag Br Fra 

Et Hib Rex), king of Great Britain France and Ireland). On the reverse is the date, split by a crowned 

harp. 

 A second coin (201:15) is slightly smaller in diameter, 24.5mm. The obverse is not discernible, but the 

central figure of St Patrick can just be made out on the reverse, though extremely worn (initial id by K. 

Campbell). A double-cross crozier can be seen over his left shoulder. There were several types of these 

coins issued, more commonly having a hooked crozier rather than the cross over the left shoulder. In 

better preserved examples the saint can be seen to hold a shamrock in the right hand. The obverse of 

these coins shows St David playing the harp.  Apart from emergency coinages struck during periods of 

war and rebellion, ‘no silver was struck for Ireland after the reign of James 1 (1603-25). From this point 

forward until the demise of the Irish coinage in 1826, the only coins struck for Ireland were halfpennies 

and farthings’, (Kenny, 2007 406). Known to collectors now as St Patrick’s money…’there is an unsolved 

mystery as to who their issuer was and the actual date on which they first appeared; but they were 

certainly struck in the city of Dublin and probably in or about the year 1678’, (Tivy, 1945, 24). 

 



Domestic  Artefacts . 

An iron handle (001:069), has looped terminals with a ring attached. This would most likely have been 

attached to a pot.  All that survives of the method of attachment of the handle to the pot is the relatively 

large ring (4.1cm) attached to one of the looped terminals at one side of the handle. There is no central 

attachment or perforation in the handle to indicate that it may have been suspended from a pot crane 

over a fire. Two pieces of copper alloy vessels were present in the assemblage. A part of a rim (29:035) 

and part of a vessel base (16:017) most probably represent cooking vessels. While the earliest Atlantic 

cauldrons date ‘to the last quarter of the second millennium B.C.’ (Gerloff, 1986, 107), and some 

stunning riveted cauldrons appear in Later Bronze Age such as that from Castlederg, Co. Tyrone, 

(Cahill, 2002), casting of ‘bronze’ vessels for domestic purposes is a later development which seems not 

to begin before the fourteenth or possibly the thirteenth century’, (Biddle 1990, 951). A larger vessel 

fragment from Bective Abbey was made of iron, (09:013). This piece has a flared rim with part of a 

rounded body. Iron cauldrons were ubiquitous in homesteads up to the very recent past. Cast iron did 

not become plentiful enough to provide a cheaper substitute for the cast bronze vessel until about the 

18th century, or in Ireland, perhaps not until the early 19th century, (Marshall, (1950, 66)  

Two spoons found at Bective Abbey were made of different metals. One (11:008) was made of copper 

alloy. This bowl- unfortunately incomplete appears to be pear-shaped. The stem however, is complete 

and terminates with a decorated knop. Spoons like this which ‘ended in a flat disc, generally over a 

baluster of ball knop… are known as “seal top” spoons, and ...dated examples range from 1494 to 1699’, 

(Noël Hume,1991,181).   

The second spoon (J01:11), also has an incomplete bowl. What survives of the bowl appears more 

likely to have been pear-shaped than leaf-shaped. It is fashioned from lead or lead alloy. The stem is flat 

at the back and rounded at the front, with a slight kink which, if right-handed, would accommodate the 

thumb. It is well worn. The terminal is flattened and slightly splayed. Metal spoons were rare in the 

medieval period, wooden or bone spoons being more common. This example is likely to date to the 

later 17th century when the bowl became broader and the stem ‘became a little wider and was square cut 

at the end eliminating the necessity to thicken the shaft towards the terminal to permit the angular cut of 

the slipped end. The new shape is known as “Puritan”; it was soon replaced by a spatula-like terminal’, 

(op cit, 183). 

 Dress 

A stick pin (9:19) is a common example (see photo on cover). The head of the slender pin is split into 

two strips which are looped into two uneven circles, or spirals.  Similar pins found in Anglo-

Scandinavian York, (also known from Anglo-Saxon contexts, worn in pairs as dress pins, frequently 

recovered from graves), are described as  Type 5 spiral headed dress pins, (Mainman and Rogers, 2000, 

2647); the head formed by splitting the top of the shank axially, flattening and inwardly spirally each 



side. ‘This type has been found previously on middle Saxon sites. . . It has been suggested that these 

pins had their floruit in the 7th -8th centuries but examples from York indicate a longer term of use. .. all 

the examples [of spiral headed pins] from Coppergate derive from contexts of the mid to 9th to mid 

11thcenturies’, (op cit. 2578) and one from Fishergate is from an 11th – 12th century grave.  Similar but 

much larger pins are known from 13th century Irish contexts. A spiral headed pin, almost twice the 

length of the Bective Abbey example was found in Kirwin’s Lane in Galway, (Scully, 2004, 483), in 

association with 13th century artefacts. The pin from Bective is more likely to be of the earlier date. It is 

possible that the pin was a well curated ornament worn by one of the earliest founders of the abbey. 

A small buckle, (001:19) has an oval frame with possible remnants of tinning or paint. The frame has a 

central bar with two small prongs for pins. This is most closely paralleled with a lead-tin example from 

London dated from 1400 to 1450, (Egan, 1991, 88/9), though that example does not have the double 

prongs on the central bar. The example from Bective Abbey is likely to be later. A rectangular buckle 

(H02:18) has a roller on one of the shorter sides. In this case the roller is a sheet cylinder wrapped 

around the bar, as opposed to a revolving bar. These buckles in larger sizes are usually associated with 

horse tack, but the buckle from Bective abbey is quite small, the aperture for the strap being less that 

3cm, (Egan, considers an aperture of 5cm to qualify for horse equipment). The form lasted for several 

centuries, (ibid).  A possible buckle (16:1) is also iron, has the partial remains of a semi-circular frame 

with the straight bar extending outside the frame. It may originally have been circular, with a central bar, 

possibly from a shoe. Shoe buckles were common in the first half of the 16th century and ‘revived before 

the revolution of 1689, remained fashionable till after the French revolution in 1789 and finally became 

extinct before the close of the 18th century’ (Noël-Hume, 1991, 86).  

Horse Equipment 

There were surprisingly few horseshoes from a site with such a long history. Of the whole assemblage 

only one donkey shoe and parts of four horseshoes were found. A part of a horseshoe (H05:03) is the 

heel. It is feathered, that is tapered at the inner heel. This is sometimes done to accommodate the gait 

of a horse ‘to prevent it cutting the inside of the opposite leg if the horse is prone to ‘brushing’, (Clark 

1986, 3). The largest part of a horseshoe from Bective Abbey excavations (F09:20), has an arched toe, 

one incomplete and one complete branch with a slight calkin. The arched profile indicates it was used 

to shoe a hind hoof. The web (width of the branch) is relatively wide and the calkin formed from 

folding over the heel. The outline of the shoe is even. It is a Type 3 shoe, which Goodall and Clark 

agree to it having been introduced in the 13th century in London and Winchester,(op cit, 96) continuing 

in use into the 14th century. The toe of a third shoe (J01:6c) has no dateable characteristic, but the single 

branch of a shoe (01:26) has a fuller- a groove along the underside of the shoe to accommodate the 

nails, indicating a post-medieval date. A possible donkey shoe (201:17b) is more rounded in outline 

than the normal parallel-sided U shape. It may be a heel protector from a human shoe. There is one 

nail hole evident near the heel of one branch. Of the seventeen horseshoe nails only one is a fiddle-key 



type (09:09). These large headed nails belong to an earlier type of shoe, Type 2 (formerly Norman), 

according to Clark (1995, 86). These shoes had countersunk holes for the nails causing a widening 

around the nail hole which resulted in a wavy or lobate outline to the shoe. Type 2 shoes were current 

in the 12th century.   

Knives 

Though also used in a domestic context, knives were essential tools of craft and were usually carried 

about the person for sundry every-day purposes.  The only medieval knife found at Bective Abbey was 

a whittle-tanged iron example (H16:5b). The knife is complete and approximates to a Type E (after 

Goodall, 1990b, 850), ‘with curved back and variously shaped cutting edge’. The date range for this type 

of knife is wide, they are known from the 10th to as late as the 15th century. Whilst typologies can be 

useful, they are by no means a hard and fast method of dating. The local blacksmith would have created 

a knife most comfortable and useful and it would be simplistic to think he was limited in any way to a 

trend. Having said that, the knife in question has all the elements of a classic medieval knife, descended 

from the larger weapons with angled blade backs known from the middle of the Anglo-Saxon period 

‘often known as seaxes, or  scramasaxes’, (Ottaway, 1992, 563). 

The second knife (01:8c) is later in date. The knife blade s incomplete, but can be seen to have a 

straight blade back. It is whittle-tanged and the incomplete blade appears to have sloped upwards to the 

point, though wear can influence this shape. What is unusual it that this has a raised ridge between the 

tang and the blade known as a bolster. These are a post-medieval innovation and are more often seen 

on scale-tanged knives. The bolster was ‘first introduced during the sixteenth century’ (Goodall 1990a, 

839). Twelve knives with bolsters, eleven of which were whittle-tanged were found in Kells Priory Co. 

Kilkenny, all from post-medieval contexts, (Scully, 2007, 367). 

Locks 

A possible barrel padlock is not a definite identification due to advance corrosion. The artefact 

(H16:5a) has one circular terminal. The opposite end slopes upwards. In this it resembles the casing of 

a Type D padlock (after Goodall, 1990b, 1013). These were often attached to hinged shackles and were 

developed during the late medieval period, and have their springs and bolts mounted within the case’ 

(op cit. 1003). From the same context, a roughly circular plate (H16:5c) with an aperture reminiscent of 

a keyhole is possibly  a lock escutcheon.  

Miscel laneous 

An unusual ferrule-like object (H02:38) is crudely rolled from a sheet of iron, forming an open-ended 

cone. Another unidentified object (H01:6) is the flat iron bar which is rounded at one end and 



bifurcated at the top, in a vaguely spanner-like shape. A small circular pivot or rotating hinge (16:2) 

made of copper alloy is tentatively identified as such.  

No less than three Jew’s harps were found in the excavation, (01:27, 02:89 & 201:13). The history of 

these terrifically portable instruments dates back to at least as far as the crusades. Seven Jew’s harps were 

found in Kells Priory, (Scully, 2007, 375). One of those was from a 14th century context. Another 14th 

century example was found at Trim Castle, (Sweetman, 1978, 178). They became very popular from the 

late 16th century. A small copper alloy mount or boss, (H16:18) is domed with a slight flare at the rim. It 

is shaped like a miniature bell (maximum diameter 2.5cm) and has no obvious means of attachment, 

inside or out .  

Structural  Ironwork  

The nails are the most common artefact in the assemblage, with a total of 181 iron nails, of which only 

two were modern wire nails. Hand-wrought nails differed little from the Late Iron Age to the end of the 

medieval period. They had rectangular sections, and the heads were normally round, though in the 

assemblage many had suffered damage from use. Where complete, this is mentioned in the 

accompanying catalogue.  

A larger type of nail, generally over 8cm long is known as a spike. There were thirty eight of these in the 

assemblage. Two of these were gutter spikes, curved to support a horizontal gutter. Spikes are 

‘extensively used in fixing timbers together. They require to be hammered in with great force. Spiking is 

a cheap method of fixing’, (Mitchell, 1911, 205). The objects have only a very gentle taper and the 

examples in this assemblage did not usually have, or retain, a point. The heads show signs of 

hammering, and are rarely complete, but when they survive they are round. These heavy fasteners, used 

to connect heavy timber beams are evidence of the extensive buildings of the grange with roofs of large 

timbers. 

Whilst spikes were plentiful, there were only three rivets in the assemblage. No roves were found in the 

assemblage. Roves are used in association with clench bolts, or rivets, which are more often used in boat 

building. Two of the nails were brads. These have heads projecting only on one side, used to connect 

parts together where the nail hole is required to be of the minimum size’ (ibid), such as floor boards. 

Four U-shaped staples, a wall anchor and wall hook were other pieces of building ironwork found. The 

wall hook (02:27) has a head turned at right angles to the shank. It is driven between masonry and is 

used for securing woodwork. The wall anchor (21:26) has a similar function. ‘It is predominantly a post-

medieval type of object’, (Goodall, 1990c 328). Timber dog (001:8a) ‘dogs are pieces of flat or round 

wrought iron, bent at ends. These members are specially pointed….and hammered in to secure timbers 

that butt against each other, are drawn tightly together, and are especially used in shoring, rough stagings 

and temporary structures’ (Michell, 1911, 209). They were also used for securing logs to the frame over 

a sawing pit. (Goodall, 1990c, 328). 



Windows were well represented in the metal finds. A possible latch, (L03:05a), is a tentative 

identification. The object is a stack of iron bars, which appeared to have been able to pivot at one end, 

which also has a projecting spike. A collection of lead cames and a lead piece with a central groove to fit 

the window into the stone frame were indubitably associated with windows. Window glass was expensive 

and ‘there is no evidence to date to suggest that window glass was manufactured in Ireland in the 

medieval period’, (Moran, 2007, 261). Coloured glass for English churches was imported from the 

Continent in sheets in the thirteenth century (ibid). It is likely that the same was the case for Ireland. 

The lead may also have been used in windows without glass. ‘The device of the “fretted slab”, 

mentioned in connexion with the first church at York, was chiefly employed in situations where 

ventilation and the exclusion of birds were more important considerations than light – as in the upper 

stories of church towers. Sometimes the fretting took the form of a more or less elaborate grille of lead’, 

(Salzman, 1952, 174).  

Window lead was usually gathered and re-used and not as common on sites as would reflect its actual 

usage. The amorphous lump found in association with lead cames (H16:7a) may be representative of 

such a gathering. It was found with three small lengths of window lead (H16:7b-d). A tangle of window 

leads (128:1) and another lengths (L03:0 5b) are what remains of the window leads in Bective Abbey. 

The strips of lead called cames are H-shaped in cross-section. They are manufactured by a casting 

process using a two-piece mould. ‘Offcuts from this process were found in a late fifteenth-century 

context at Wolvesey Palace. By the mid sixteenth century a lead mill operating like a mangle was in use 

to produce lead cames’ (Biddle, 1990, 96). Later versions of the machine had toothed rollers.  

Tools 

An awl (H02:19) is a leather-working tool. Though bent in the centre, the artefact is tapered both ways 

from the centre-point. One side would have formed the tang and the other end was used to pierce holes 

in leather. The thicker central part formed a stop for the handle to press against. Although not very well 

preserved, an iron object (02:90) is likely to be a chisel. The tool is tanged and the working end is 

flattened and slightly splayed. It is paralleled with a woodworking chisel identified in excavations in 

Perth (Holdsworth, 1987, 134).   

A gouge bit (014:1), in the assemblage is broken at the end of the tang, but the functions end survives. It 

is flattened and widened, and hollowed at one side. A complete example from Winchester (Goodall, 

1990d, 275) dates from the medieval period. A gouge bit has a flatter edge than the more rounded 

spoon bit type of auger. ‘Larger bits were ideal for drilling pegholes in structural timbers, or in the 

preliminary stages of cutting a mortice, whilst the smaller ones may have been used for furniture, 

panelling and drilling tool handles prior to the insertion of tang, (Goodall, 1981,53). 

Fitting finds from a monastic setting were the two tenter hooks, (H14:07a, & H2:19b). These right 

angled iron objects are tapered to a point at either end. After it had been fulled, woven cloth was then 



stretched. This was done on a tenter-rack. These were arranged on sets of rails between upright posts, 

the hooks pointing upwards in the upper rail and downwards in the lower rail. Cloth was attached to the 

hooks and tension adjusted by moving the rails up or down in the housings in the upright posts, 

(Goodall, 1990e, 234). 

 

Weapons 

 ‘During abbot Stephen of Lexington’s visitations to Ireland...in 1228, he visited Bective and described it 

as a strongly fortified place’, (Stout 2010).  Writing about Bective Abbey in the mid19th century 

Wakeman remarked ‘These ruins combine a union of ecclesiastic with military and domestic 

architecture in a remarkable fashion’, (Wakeman, 1848, 117). Its military element is testified by the 

finding of an armour-piercing arrowhead, (H10:08). This socketed example has a slight narrowing at the 

centre and the rectangular blade tapers to a point. It is a large arrowhead and one used in military 

activities rather than hunting. This is a type 7 arrowhead a socketed bodkin blade, (after Halpin, 2008, 

121) which was the most common type in use in Dublin from the mid10th to the 13th century. 

                                                                                                Scul ly  2012 © 
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ID ExcavNo SiteNo ContextNo ItemNo SimpleName FullName Material Description dimensions
1 E4028 H16 018 Mount Boss Cu alloy Domed mount with narrow flared rim. Possible shield boss? 2.5 x 2.2 x .9 cm
2 E4028 011 008 Spoon Spoon Cu alloy incomplete bowl appears pear-shaped, tapered subrectangular stem  has decorative flattened knop 12.5 x 4.2 x 1.1 cm
9 E4028 H16 017 Vessel Vessel base Cu alloy fragment with flat base and wider dished upper side 3 x 2.1 x 1.3 cm

10 E4028 H09 002 Window lead Window fitting Lead roughly shaped length with long central groove on one side 10 x 2.5 x 1.1 cm
11 E4028 110 002 Coin Halfpenny Cu alloy obverse king Charles II bust, reverse harp with crown, date 1683 2.6 d x .14 cm
12 E4028 201 015 Coin Halfpenny Cu alloy very worn, strings of harp discernible, poss. Charles 11 (1683?) 2.5 r x .1 cm
13 E4028 H02 019 (A) Spike Gutter spike Iron circular-sectioned curved bar with blunt end which is hammered to tapered spike 11.8 x 6.6 x 1.3 cm
14 E4028 H02 019 (B) Tenter hook Tenter hook Iron angled bar thickest at centre, tapered to point at both ends 5.5 x 2.9 x 1.2 cm
15 E4028 H02 019 [C] Nail Nail Iron no head, rectangular shaft tapered to point which is curved like hook 8.5 x 1 x .8 cm
16 E4028 H02 019 (D) Hinge Strap hinge Iron part of strap wider at one end, tentative i.d. 5.8 x 2.6 x .6 cm
17 E4028 H10 006 Spike Spike Iron large rectangular shaft, what remains of head rectangular 10.1 x 2.1 x .7 cm
18 E4028 H02 018 Buckle Buckle Iron Square buckle with roller bar on  one side of frame 3.8 x 3.8 x .7 cm
19 E4028 001 008 (A) Timber dog Timber dog Iron flat strap with one pointed right-angled projection surviving at one end 9.6 x 2.9 x 1.9 cm
20 E4028 001 008 (B) Hinge Strap hinge Iron tapered flat strap folded over on itself. Nail hole barely visible 7.4 x 2.6 x .8 cm
21 E4028 001 008 [C] Knife Whittle tanged knife Iron incomplete blade with straight back, integral bolster, blade slopes toward point which is missing 9 x 2.1 x 1 cm
22 E4028 H13 001 (A) Spike Spike Iron robust almost square sectioned gently tapered shaft with scant remains of head 8.4 x 2.1 x 1.5 cm
23 E4028 H13 001 (B) Nail Nail Iron fragment of rectangular shaft 4.2 x 2 x 1.4 cm
24 E4028 J01 007 Spike Gutter spike Iron rectangular bar, tapered to point at one end, curved to carry gutter at opposite end, blunt terminal 19 x 5.4 x 1.5 cm
25 E4028 211 004 (A) Nail Nail Iron corroded rectangular shaft with round head 4.4 x 2 x .8 cm
26 E4028 211 004 (B) Nail Nail Iron corroded rectangular shaft with round head 3.2 x 2 x 1.5 cm
27 E4028 H01 003 (A) Nail Wire nail Iron modern 3" wire nail 8 x .8 x .4 cm
28 E4028 H01 003 (B) Nail Nail Iron round head, rectangular tapered shaft, bent at tip but complete 5.6 x 2.2 x .8 cm
29 E4028 H01 003 [C] Nail Nail Iron small round head, tapered rectangular shaft, curved but complete 5.5 x 1.4 x .9 cm
30 E4028 H01 003 (D) Nail Nail Iron worn originally round head, incomplete rectangular shaft 5.4 x 1.7 x .6 cm
31 E4028 H01 003 (E) Nail Nail Iron complete, round head and tapered rectangular shaft 6.1 x 1.4 x .7 cm
32 E4028 H01 003 (F) Nail Nail Iron partial round head, curved rectangular shaft 5 x 1.5 x .7 cm
33 E4028 H01 003 (G) Nail Horseshoe nail Iron short rectangular shaft which expands to form rectangular head 2.6 x .9 x .4 cm
34 E4028 H14 004 Nail Nail Iron Large nail/spike with sturdy tapered rectangular shaft, incomplete head 8.8 x 2.1 x 1 cm
35 E4028 J02 001 Spike Spike Iron large round head with complete tapered shaft, pointed 8.2 x 2.9 x 1.9 cm
36 E4028 H14 011 (A) Spike Spike Iron large corroded head, damaged rectangular shaft 4 x 3 x 2.7 cm
37 E4028 H14 011 (B) Nail Horseshoe nail Iron flat rectangular section, short tapered shaft, expanded towards head end 3.1 x 1 x .6 cm
38 E4028 H16 014 (A) Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft 4.9 x 2.2 x 1.5 cm
39 E4028 H16 014 (B) Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft indistinct corroded head 4.2 x 1.8 x .9 cm
40 E4028 H16 014 [C] Nail Horseshoe nail Iron slender rectangular tapered shaft with expands to rectangular shaft 5.2 x 1.6 x .8 cm
41 E4028 H16 014 (D) Nail Nail Iron round corroded head with tapered rectangular shaft 4.3 x 1.3 x .7 cm
42 E4028 H16 014 (E) Nail Nail Iron fragment of rectangular shaft 2.3 x .9 x .7 cm
43 E4028 H16 007 (A) Blank Lead blank Lead amorphous malleable flattish lump, found with window leads 10.7 x 5.8 x 1.2 cm
44 E4028 H16 007 (B) Came Window lead Lead curved length of H-framed cross section 4.6 x 1.3 x 1 cm
45 E4028 H16 007 [C] Came Window lead Lead knotted coil of window lead, squashed but H-shaped profile evident 4 x 2.9 x .5 cm
46 E4028 H16 007 (D) Came Window lead Lead strip of lead, lumpy, no profile evident 2.6 x 2.6 x .9 cm
47 E4028 J01 011 Spoon Spoon Lead part of pear-shaped bowl, complete stem is flat at rear and rounded at front with slight bend for thumb?. 10.2 x 4.1 x 1.1 cm
48 E4028 L03 004 (A) Nail Nail head Iron corroded round (?) nail head 2.4 x 2.1 x 2 cm
49 E4028 L03 004 (B) Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft, fragment 3.2 x 1 x.7 cm
50 E4028 L03 004 [C] Nail Nail Iron fragment of rectangular shaft 2 x 1.8 x 1.1 cm
51 E4028 L03 004 (D) Nail Nail Iron fragment of rectangular shaft 2.8 x 1.8 x .6 cm
52 E4028 J03 003 Bracket Bracket iron flat triangular strap with bent at wider end, oval nail hole 15.6 x 4 x .6 cm
53 E4028 J04 002 (A) Nail Nail Iron remains of head triangular, complete tapered rectangular shaft 6.4 x 1.4 x .5 cm
54 E4028 J04 002 (B) Nail Nail Iron round head, short tapered rectangular shaft 3.3 x 1.7 x .7 cm
56 E4028 H11 014 (A) - Bone - -
57 E4028 H11 014 (B) Rivet Rivet Iron large domed head with sub-round curved shaft, 5.7 x 2 x .7 cm
58 E4028 H11 014 [C] Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft only 4.6 x 3 x 1.1 cm
59 E4028 H11 014 (D) Nail Nail Iron round head, rectangular incomplete shaft 4.9 x 1.4 x .7 cm
60 E4028 H11 014 (E) Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft no head 3.9 x 2.1 x 1.1 cm
61 E4028 H11 014 (F) Nail Nail Iron tapered rectangular shaft 3.7 x .9 x .6 cm
62 E4028 H11 015 Lead blank Deposit of lead Lead heavy flattish lump of lead,0.75kg raw material for roofing/fenestration etc 8.7 x 7.5 x 2 cm
63 E4028 H09 002 (A) Bar Bar Iron H09 002 A and B form part of same undiagnostic circular-sectioned bar 7.9 x 2.6 x 2.3 cm
64 E4028 H09 002 (B) Bar Bar Iron H09 002 A and B form part of same undiagnostic circular-sectioned bar 4.2 x 2.2 x 1.5 cm
65 E4028 H16 006 Staple U-shaped staple Iron rectangular-sectioned bar bent into U shape, one arm broken 5.7 x 4.6 x 1.1 cm
66 E4028 J02 014 (A) Nail Nail Iron head missing, robust tapered rectangular shaft 6 x 1.4 x .9 cm
67 E4028 J02 014 (B) Nail Nail Iron complete round headed with rectangular shaft 3.6 x 1.1 x .5 cm
68 E4028 013 (A) 010 Nail Nail Iron small shaft fragment 1.9 x 1.3 x .8 cm
69 E4028 013 (B) 010 Nail Nail Iron small shaft fragment 2 x .7 x .6 cm
70 E4028 013 [C] 010 Spike Spike Iron part of  rectangular shaft of rivet 2.3 x 2.4 x 2.2 cm
71 E4028 J02 006 (A) Staple U-shaped staple Iron band of flattened rectangular section bent into U shape with tapered arms 7.2 x 4.5 x 1 cm
72 E4028 J02 006 (B) Nail Nail Iron fragment of rectangular shaft 3.1 x 2 x 1.3 cm
73 E4028 J01 015 Unidentified Unidentified Iron concave strip, boat-shaped hollow half bar, function unknown 5.2 x 1.6 x .7 cm
74 E4028 H09 001 (A) Nail Nail Iron corroded rectangular shaft 4.4 x 1.7 x 1.4 cm
75 E4028 H09 001 (B) Nail Nail Iron corroded rectangular shaft 3.5 x 2.5 x 1 cm
76 E4028 014 001 Drill bit Gouge bit Iron rectangular bar broken at 1 end, terminal is flattened and widened, hollowed at one side 6 x 1.1 x .7 cm
77 E4028 J02 023 (A) Spike Spike Iron long rectangular shaft, tapered, head obscured with corrosion 12.5 x 3.1 x 1.4 cm
78 E4028 J02 023 (B) Nail Nail Iron round head, rectangular shaft, bent but complete 5.6 x 1.3 x .6 cm
79 E4028 J02 023 [C] Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft, no head 5.1 x 1.2 x .9 cm
80 E4028 J02 023 (D) Nail Nail Iron damaged round head with tapered rectangular shaft 4.7 x 1.8 x .6 cm
81 E4028 J02 023 (E) Nail Nail Iron flat partial shaft 4 x 1.1 x .6 cm
82 E4028 L03 006 (A) Nail Horseshoe nail Iron poor condition but appears to be a fiddle-key shaped head, 3.8 x 1.1 x .6 cm
83 E4028 L03 006 (B) Nail Horseshoe nail Iron rectangular shaft which expands to rectangular head 4.3 x 1.6 x .8 cm
84 E4028 L03 006 [C] Nail Nail Iron part of rectangular shaft 3.2 x 1.3 x 1 cm
85 E4028 L03 006 (D) Nail Nail Iron part of rectangular shaft 2.2 x 1.1 x .8 cm
86 E4028 J04 006 Nail Nail Iron flat round head, incomplete rectangular shaft 3.3 x 1.5 x .6 cm
87 E4028 207 022 (A) Nail Nail Iron round head with tapered rectangular shaft 6.4 x 2.6 x 1 cm
88 E4028 207 022 (B) Nail Nail Iron tapered rectangular shaft, curved, with head missing 4 x 1.2 x .6 cm
89 E4028 014 004 Nail Nail Iron slender rectangular shaft, head missing 4.3 x .5 x .3 cm
90 E4028 013 001 (A) Nail Nail Iron round head, rectangular tapered shaft, complete 6.1 x 1.5 x .9 cm
91 E4028 013 001 (B) Nail Nail Iron round head, rectangular tapered shaft, tip missing 5 x 1.7 x .6 cm
92 E4028 205 020 (A) Nail Nail Iron fragment of rectangular shaft 2.5 x .9 x .7 cm
93 E4028 205 020 (B) Nail Nail Iron damaged round head with partial rectangular shaft 2.4 x 1.3 x .8 cm
94 E4028 L01 004 (A) Spike Spike Iron large domed head flat on sides, tip of rectangular shaft clenched, 7.7 x 2.9 x 1.2 cm
95 E4028 L01 004 (B) Nail Nail Iron small rectangular head with tapered rectangular shaft 5.3 x 1.2 x .6 cm
96 E4028 H16 019 (A) Nail Nail Iron unusually large rectangular head with complete tapered rectangular shaft 8 x 4.7 x 1 cm
97 E4028 H16 019 (B) Nail Nail Iron shaft rectangular, complete with partial head 6.5 x 1.9 x 1 cm
98 E4028 H16 019 [C] Nail Nail Iron round head, tapered rectangular shaft 6.2 x 1.7 x .7 cm
99 E4028 H16 019 (D) Nail Nail Iron round head, tapered rectangular shaft 4.8 x 2.4 x 1.9 cm

100 E4028 H16 019 (E) Nail Nail Iron corroded shaft 4.8 x 1.7 x .9 cm
101 E4028 H16 019 (F) Nail Nail Iron rectangular incomplete shaft 3.7 x 2 x .9 cm
102 E4028 H16 019 (G) Nail Nail Iron rectangular incomplete shaft 3.1 x 1.7 x 1.1 cm
103 E4028 H16 019 (H) Nail Nail Iron partial head, originally round, incomplete rectangular shaft 2.9 x 2.1 x 1.2 cm
104 E4028 H16 019 (I) Nail Nail Iron round head, short tapered rectangular shaft 3.3 x 1.8 x .7 cm
105 E4028 H16 019 (J) Nail Nail Iron incomplete rectangular shaft 4.8 x 1 x .8 cm
106 E4028 H16 019 (K) Nail Nail Iron incomplete rectangular shaft 2.8 x .6 x .5 cm
107 E4028 H16 019 (L) Nail Nail Iron round head with incomplete rectangular shaft 2.6 x .8 x .6 cm
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108 E4028 H16 019 (M) Nail Nail Iron incomplete rectangular shaft 2 x .8 x .6 cm
109 E4028 H16 019 (N) Nail Nail Iron corroded shaft 2.8 x 1.1 x .8 cm
110 E4028 201 013 Jews Harp Jews Harp Iron frame is intact with arms complete. No tongue remains, diamond shaped section 6 x 2.9 x .5 cm
111 E4028 H16 005 (A) Padlock Barrel padlock Iron circular case with round terminal, corroded opposite end curved 11.8 x 4.3 x 3.4 cm
112 E4028 H16 005 (B) Knife Whittle-tanged knife Iron flat cutting edge, back of blade curved, tang set centrally Type E 10 x 2 x 1.1 cm
113 E4028 H16 005 [C] Escutcheon Lock escutcheon Iron tentative id. Circular corroded disc with central aperture vaguely keyhole shaped 6.5 x 5.5 x 1.8 cm
114 E4028 H16 005 (D) Hinge Strap hinge Iron part of strap with nail still in place 4.5 x 2.6 x 1.2 cm
115 E4028 H11 005 Nail Nail Iron originally round head, incomplete, tapered rectangular shaft 3.4 x 1.5 x .6 cm
116 E4028 K03 004 Nail Nail Iron originally round head, incomplete, curved tapered rectangular shaft 4.8 x 2 x .8 cm
117 E4028 H04 004 Nail Nail Iron almost complete round head, tapered rectangular shaft 6 x 1.9 x .8 cm
118 E4028 J01 014 (A) Nail Wire Nail Iron modern 6'' nail with small round head 15 x 1.2 x .7 cm
119 E4028 J01 014 (B) Spike Spike Iron large square sectioned shaft with flat end and round head 9.8 x 2 x 1.3 cm
120 E4028 J01 014 [C] Nail Nail Iron complete tapered shaft with round  head 8.9 x 1.1 x .5 cm
121 E4028 J01 014 (D) Spike Spike Iron rectangular shaft with rectangular head, gently tapered 8.1 x 1.7 x .8 cm
122 E4028 J01 014 (E) Spike Spike Iron large square sectioned shaft with flat end and round head 8.3 x 1.7 x .9 cm
123 E4028 J01 014 (F) Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft with round head 7.5 x .9 x .5 cm
124 E4028 J01 014 (G) Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft with round head 7.6 x 1.1 x .6 cm
125 E4028 J01 014 (H) Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft with round head 7.2 x 1.2 x .8 cm
126 E4028 J01 014 (I) Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft with round head 6.9 x .9 x .7 cm
127 E4028 J01 014 (J) Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft with round head 7.7 x 1 x .6 cm
128 E4028 J01 014 (K) Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft with round head 6 x 1.4 x .6 cm
129 E4028 J01 014 (L) Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft with round head 5.8 x 1 x .7 cm
130 E4028 J01 014 (M) Nail Nail Iron part of rectangular shaft 5 x 1 x .8 cm
131 E4028 J01 014 (N) Nail Nail Iron remnant of round  head, incomplete rectangular shaft 6.2 x 1 x .6 cm
132 E4028 J01 014 (O) Nail Nail Iron rectangular incomplete shaft with little left of round head 5.3 x 1.3 x .6 cm
133 E4028 H11 010 Nail Nail Iron short curved rectangular shaft, poss horseshoe nail 3 x 1.4 x .8 cm
134 E4028 H02 020 (A ) Spike Spike Iron wide almost square shaft with small round head, no point 9.7 x 1.4 x .9 cm
135 E4028 H02 020 (B ) Spike Spike Iron wide almost square shaft with small round head, no point 7.7 x 1 x .7 cm
136 E4028 H02 020 (C ) Spike Spike Iron wide almost square shaft with small round head, no point 8.2 x 1.5 x 1 cm
137 E4028 H02 020 (D ) Spike Spike Iron wide almost square shaft with small round head, no point 7.4 x 1.5 x 1 cm
138 E4028 H02 020 (E ) Spike Spike Iron wide almost square shaft with small round head, no point 8 x 1.4 x .7 cm
139 E4028 H02 020 (F ) Spike Spike Iron wide almost square shaft with small round head, no point 6.8 x 1.3 x .9 cm
140 E4028 H02 020 (G ) Nail Joiners' Brad Iron flat rectangular shaft with head projecting on one side only 6.5 x 1.1 x .5 cm
141 E4028 H02 020 (H ) Spike Spike Iron wide almost square shaft with small round head, no point 6.2 x 1.3 x .8 cm
142 E4028 H02 020 (I ) Spike Spike Iron no head, thick tapered shaft 5.8 x 1.1 x 1 cm
143 E4028 H02 020 (J ) Spike Spike Iron wide almost square shaft with small round head, no point 4.7 x 1.3 x .9 cm
144 E4028 H02 020 ( K) Spike Spike Iron wide almost square shaft with small round head, no point 6.2 x 1.3 x .8 cm
145 E4028 H02 020 (L ) Spike Spike Iron wide almost square shaft with small round head, no point 5.9 x 1 x .6 cm
146 E4028 H02 020 M( ) Spike Spike Iron wide almost square shaft with small round head, no point 4.4 x 1.3 x .7 cm
147 E4028 H02 020 (N ) Nail Nail Iron rectangular section, no head 4.4 x 1.4 x .8 cm
148 E4028 H02 020 (O ) Nail Nail Iron rectangular section, no head 4.8 x .7 x .6 cm
149 E4028 H02 020 (P ) Nail Nail Iron rectangular section, no head 4.9 x .7 x .6 cm
150 E4028 H02 020 (Q ) Nail Nail Iron rectangular section, no head 3.7 x .7 x .6 cm
151 E4028 H02 020 (R ) Nail Nail Iron rectangular section, vestige of rectangular head 2.7 x .8 x .4 cm
152 E4028 F002 122 Nail Nail Iron incomplete round head, with tapered rectangular shaft 4.35 x 1.9 x 0.5cm
153 E4028 F002 123 Nail Nail Iron incomplete round head, with tapered rectangular shaft 3.2 x 1.6d x 0.7cm
154 E4028 F002 19 Nail Nail Iron most of round head survives with complete tapered rectangular shaft 6.9 x 1 x 0.7cm
159 E4028 F009 99 Nail Nail Iron complete round headed, rectangular shaft tapered to point 6.1 x 1.4 x .7 cm
160 E4028 F009 100 Nail Nail Iron rectangular tapered shaft 4.3 x 1 x .5 cm
161 E4028 F009 101 Nail Nail Iron bent rectangular part of shaft 2.5 x 1.3 x .8 cm
162 E4028 F020 10 Nail Nail Iron incomplete round head with tapered rectangular shaft 5.4 x 2 x .8 cm
163 E4028 F002 077 Slag Slag Iron amorphous lump with bubbled surface 3.7 x 2.8 x 1.5 cm
164 E4028 F009 142 Nail Nail Iron round head and part of rectangular shaft 2.2 x 1.9 x .6 cm
165 E4028 F009 36 Nail Nail Iron what remains of head is rectangular, tapered rectangular shaft 4.6 x 1.8 x .6 cm
166 E4028 001 069 Handle Pot handle Iron arched bar, circular section in centre, flattened terminals looped, one has ring attached 18. 4 x 6.5 x 4.1 cm
167 E4028 009 013 Vessel Cauldron Iron flared rim and rounded body fragment of large cauldron 20.7 x 11 x .7 cm
168 E4028 21 12 Nail Nail Iron large round head on tapered rectangular shaft, tip missing 6.7 x 2.6 x .5 cm
169 E4028 F002 58 Nail Nail Iron corroded round head with rectangular shaft 4.7 x 2.4 x .5 cm
170 E4028 F002 59 Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft, no head 5.5 x 1 x .8 cm
171 E4028 F002 60 Nail Nail Iron part of rectangular shaft, no head or point 2.9 x .9 x .8 cm
172 E4028 F002 089 Jew's Harp Jew's Harp Iron complete frame with diamond cross-section, arms complete, no tongue remains 5.6 x 3 x .7 cm
173 E4028 F002 090 Chisel Tanged chisel Iron tapered tang, opposite end flattened and slightly splayed 8.8 x 1.4 x 1.1 cm
174 E4028 F009 042 Nail Horseshoe nail Iron flattish rectangular shaft which widens to form rectangular head 4.5 x 1.5 x .7 cm
175 E4028 F010 003 Nail Nail Iron very corroded shaft with adhesions, 6.6 x .9 x .8 cm
176 E4028 F009 166 Nail Nail Iron fragment of rectangular shaft 3.6 x 1.1 x .9 cm
177 E4028 F009 167 Nail Nail Iron tapered rectangular shaft which expands to form rectangular head 5.2 x 0.9 x 1.1
178 E4028 F002 004 Nail Nail Iron rectangular tapered shaft with partial round head 4.2 x 1.3 x 1.2 cm
179 E4028 F002 116 Unidentifiable Unidentifiable Iron corrosion products in earthen matrix, no object remains 3.3 x 1.8 x 2.5 cm
180 E4028 F001 011 Spike Spike Iron thick rectangular shaft gently tapered with relatively small rectangular head 8.1 x 1.5 x 1.2 cm
181 E4028 F001 012 Spike Spike Iron thick rectangular shaft gently tapered without head 5.5 x .7 x 1 cm
182 E4028 F001 013 Nail Horseshoe nail Iron long slender shaft, with solid rectangular head 5.9 x .9 x .6 cm
183 E4028 F001 014 Nail Joiners' Brad Iron flat rectangular nail with suggestion of lateral head on one side 5.9 x .6 x 1 cm
184 E4028 F001 015 Nail Horseshoe nail Iron rectangular shaft which expands to flat topped rectangular head 5.9 x .6 x .4 cm
185 E4028 F001 016 Nail Nail Iron small round head with rectangular shaft 5.1 x 1.1 x .8 cm
186 E4028 F001 017 Spike Spike Iron thick shaft with rectangular head 7.1 x 2.1 x 1.1 cm
187 E4028 F001 018 Nail Bar Iron short rounded bar, possible part of bolt 5 x .7 x 1.1 cm
188 E4028 F001 038 Spike Spike Iron small square head on robust gently tapered almost square shaft, incomplete 8 x 1.1 x .9 cm
189 E4028 F027 006 Nail Nail Iron thick corroded shaft, no detail 5.6 x 2 x 1.9 cm
190 E4028 F027 007 Nail Nail Iron tapered rectangular shaft, indistinct head 4.7 x 1.5 x 1.7 cm
191 E4028 F010 039 Nail Nail Iron rectangular curved shaft, no head 6.7 x 1.5 x 1.3 cm
192 E4028 F009 020 Horseshoe Horseshoe Iron arched toe, one complete branch, turned up at end to form slight calkin one arm broken 13.4 x 2.7 x 1.5 cm
193 E4028 F009 009 Nail Horseshoe nail Iron fiddle-key horseshoe nail flaking, large head with thin rectangular shaft 5 x 1.7 x 1 cm
194 E4028 F009 028 Wedge Wedge Iron Tapered wedge-shaped bar 5.5 x 1.6 x 3.6 cm
195 E4028 007 003 Nail Nail Iron partial head, tapered rectangular shaft 4.7 x 1 x 0.7 cm
196 E4028 007 004 Nail Nail Iron partial head, tapered rectangular shaft 4.3 x 2.1 x .6 cm
197 E4028 F007 001 Nail Nail Iron round head with tapered rectangular shaft 5.5 x 2.6 x .5 cm
198 E4028 010 032 Nail Nail Iron corroded shaft with rectangular section 3.5 x 1.6 x 1.7 cm
199 E4028 010 033 Nail Nail Iron rectangular head and shaft, corroded 2.7 x 1.9 x 2.4 cm
200 E4028 010 034 Nail Nail Iron round head with vestige of rectangular shaft 3.7 x 1.1 x 1.4 cm
201 E4028 F10 005 Nail Nail Iron tapered rectangular shaft, no head remains 4.4 x 1.5 x 1.9 cm
202 E4028 F001 035 Nail Nail Iron large rectangular shaft, head missing, tapered to point 8.1 x .6 x .9 cm
203 E4028 001 019 Buckle Buckle frame Iron oval frame bisected by central bar which has 2 short pins projecting on 1 side, trace of paint/tinning? 4.2 x 3.2 x .5 cm
204 E4028 F29 004 Nail Nail Iron corroded head on short rectangular shaft 4 x 1.5 x 1.6 cm
205 E4028 029 034 Nail Nail Iron no head, long rectangular shaft 6.7 x .9 x .7 cm
206 E4028 F29 035 Vessel Rim sherd Cu alloy small rim sherd, possibly of mount 1.3 x 1.1 x .5 cm
207 E4028 016 001 Buckle? Circular buckle Iron arc tor buckle with flat pin fused to it 1.2 x .6 r cm
208 E4028 016 002 Rivet Decorative rivet Cu alloy small circular rivet with some iron adhering, central raised nub, hollow at opposite side 3.2 x 2.1 x .6 cm
209 E4028 F001 060 Fork fork-like object Iron + alloy thin flat U-shaped object with 5 rectangular unevenly surviving fingers, toasting fork? Modern 6.6 x 3.5 x .3 cm
210 E4028 F009 165 Strip Binding strip Cu alloy narrow flat strip with one even edge on long side, other long side slightly curled over 2.8 x .8 x 1.2 cm
211 E4028 L03 005 (A) Latch Window latch Iron corroded stack of flat bars which pivoted at one end, projecting spike at base of this end 11.1 x 2.6 x 2.3 cm
212 E4028 L03 005 (B) Came Window lead Lead found with window latch, short bowed section with H-shaped frame 5.8 x 2.8 x 1.1 cm
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214 E4028 L03 005 (D) Staple Rectangular staple Iron rectangular-sectioned bar with both ends bent at right angles, arms incomplete 4.3 x 1.7 x .9 cm
215 E4028 H11 011 Nail Nail Iron round head with relatively short tapered rectangular shaft 3.6 x 1.6 x .7 cm
216 E4028 201 012 Nail Nail Iron rectangular incomplete shaft 3.5 x .9 x .8 cm
217 E4028 L01 003 (A) Bit Drill bit Iron thread extended almost the length of object, modern 10.4 x .8 x .7 cm
218 E4028 L01 003 (B) Valve Bicycle valve Alloy modern bicycle valve 3 x .7 x .3 cm
219 E4028 001 035 Nail Nail Iron no head, robust shaft, tapered, rectangular in section 4.5 x .6 x .8 cm
220 E4028 001 027 Jew's harp Jews Harp Iron tear-drop shaped frame with tapered close set arms, diamond-shaped cross-section 5.2 x 2.7 x .6 cm
225 E4028 H14 014 Staple U-shaped staple Iron rectangular cross sectioned bar tapered to pointed arms, one point damaged 4.8 x 3.1 x .9 cm
226 E4028 302 012 Nail Nail Iron what remains of head is rectangular, with short rectangular shaft, broken 1.8 x 1.3 x 1.6 cm
227 E4028 H02 005 (A) Nail Nail Iron round head, rectangular shaft, complete but with adhesions 5.9 x 2.4 x .6 cm
228 E4028 H02 005 (B) Nail Nail Iron round head, rectangular shaft 5.5 x 1.5 x .6 cm
229 E4028 H16 015 (A) Rivet Rivet head Iron large corroded head with protruding stump all that remains of shaft 4.2 x 4 x 2.3 cm
230 E4028 H16 015 (B) Nail Nail Iron rectangular-sectioned shaft, no head remains 5.8 x 1.6 x 1.2 cm
231 E4028 201 017 (A) Staple U-shaped staple Iron rectangular-sectioned bar bent to U-shape with splayed arms 6.1 x 5.6 x .6 cm
232 E4028 201 017 (B) Donkey shoe Donkey shoe Iron complete broad U-shaped shoe with one flat side the other slightly domed, one open rivet hole 6.3 x 5.5 x .4 cm
233 E4028 H16 004 (A) Nail Nail Iron round head, rectangular tapered shaft, tip clenched 4.5 x 1.7 x .7 cm
234 E4028 H16 004 (B) Nail Horseshoe nail Iron rectangular shaft with narrow rectangular head 4.7 x 1.3 x 1.6 cm
235 E4028 H16 004 [C] Nail Nail Iron corroded rectangular shaft 5.2 x 1.4 x 1.2 cm
236 E4028 H16 004 (D) Nail Horseshoe nail Iron short flattish rectangular-sectioned shaft without head 3.3 x .8 x .7 cm
237 E4028 001 026 Horseshoe Horseshoe Iron Heel of shoe with break at nail-hole, no calkin but fullared, post-med 6.5 x 2.2 x .7 cm
238 E4028 H02 012 (A) Tang Tanged handle Iron possible haft of tool such as trowel, tapered tang angled along length 10.4 x .8 x 1.3 cm
239 E4028 H02 012 (B) Nail Nail Iron robust shaft, rectangular in section, remains of head rectangular 6.7 x 1.4 x 1.3 cm
240 E4028 H02 012 [C] Strap Strap Iron strap which is curved and slightly tapered 6.9 x 1.3 x 1.1 cm
241 E4028 H01 006 (A) Bar Bar Iron Curved bar, outer edge thicker, no distinctive holes or marks, rim? 18.1 x 1.7 x .9 cm
242 E4028 H01 006 (B) Spanner Spanner Iron flat rectangular bar with wider terminal. Working end oval, bifurcated by splayed  U-shaped opening, 11.9 x 3.9 x .4 cm
243 E4028 H01 006 [C] Horseshoe Horseshoe Iron one branch of shoe with 2 rectangular holes, one at point of break, flat, no calkin 7.4 x 2.1 x .4 cm
244 E4028 H01 006 (D) Bar Bar Iron twisted bar some of which  doubled longitudinally, poss. rim 6.4 x 1.3 x .6 cm
245 E4028 L03 007 Strip Strip Lead folded unevenly-edged strip of lead 4.6 x 3.8 x 1.6 cm
246 E4028 H05 003 Horseshoe Horseshoe Iron heel of horseshoe, no holes, feathered at tip 5 x 2 x 1 cm
247 E4028 H10 014 Nail Nail Iron part of corroded rectangular shaft 2.2 x 1.3 x 1.3 cm
248 E4028 L05 001 Nail Nail Iron rectangular sectioned shaft adhering to stone, head obscured 7.2 x 4.4 x .6 cm
249 E4028 201 037 Nail Nail Iron large round head with relatively thin rectangular shaft, point missing 3.6 x 2.9 x .6 cm
250 E4028 201 038 (A) Nail Nail Iron round head with tapered rectangular shaft 5.5 x 1.5 x .4 cm
251 E4028 201 038 (B) Nail Nail Iron small domed round head with wide gently tapered shaft 5 x 1.2 x .5 cm
252 E4028 201 038 [C] Nail Nail Iron large incomplete round head with complete tapered rectangular shaft 7.4 x 2.6 x .6 cm
253 E4028 201 038 (D) Nail Nail Iron pointed fragment of rectangular shaft 3.2 x .5 x .4 cm
254 E4028 201 038 (E) Nail Nail Iron curved rectangular shaft, no head 2.7 x 1 x .7 cm
255 E4028 M01 002 Strap Strap Iron Flat rectangular strap with one long side uneven, notch in one short end, poss keyhole escutcheon 12.1 x 3.4 x .4 cm
256 E4028 H02 038 Ferrule Ferrule Iron hollow cone formed of flat sheet rolled into cone with closed point 4.5 x 2.5 x 2.2 cm
257 E4028 001 007 (A) Nail Nail Iron round head, incomplete rectangular shaft 2.5 x 2.3 x .6 cm
258 E4028 001 007 (B) Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft, no head or point 3.4 x .7 x .9 cm
259 E4028 001 007 [C] Nail Nail Iron rectangular narrow tapered shaft, small incomplete head 4.3 x .6 x .6 cm
260 E4028 001 007 (D) Nail Nail Iron fragment of rectangular shaft 3.6 x 1 x .4 m
261 E4028 001 007 (E) Spike Spike Iron rectangular head and shaft, incomplete 4.1 x 1.6 x 1.1 cm
262 E4028 001 007 (F) Nail Nail Iron rectangular fragment of shaft 2.1 x .8 x .7 cm
263 E4028 001 007 (G) Spike Spike Iron rectangular head and shaft, incomplete 5.1 x 1.1 x .8 cm
264 E4028 001 007 (H) Nail Nail Iron fragment of rectangular shaft 3.5 x .6 x .8 cm
265 E4028 001 007 (I) Spike Spike Iron thick rectangular bar with slightly domed rectangular head 3.9 x .6 x .7 cm
266 E4028 001 007 (J) Nail Nail Iron narrrow rectangular shaft, no head 5.3 x .6 x .5 cm
267 E4028 001 007 (K) Spike Spike Iron rectangular head and shaft, incomplete 5.4 x 1.9 x .5 cm
268 E4028 001 007 (L) Nail Horseshoe nail Iron slender rectangular shaft which expands to rectangular head, point bent 5.7 x .5 x .6 cm
269 E4028 001 007 (M) Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft with incomplete  head 5.5 x 1.1 x .6 cm
270 E4028 001 007 (N) Nail Nail Iron rectangular tapered shaft, incomplete 5.6 x 1 x .5 cm
271 E4028 001 007 (O) Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft with incomplete  head 5 x 1.7 x .6 cm
272 E4028 001 007 (P) Nail Horseshoe nail Iron tapered rectangular shaft which expands to rectangular head 5.7 x .8 x 1.8 cm
273 E4028 001 007 (Q) Spike Spike Iron robust rectangular incomplete shaft with square head, 6.5 x 1.7 x .8 cm
274 E4028 001 007 [R] Nail Nail Iron tapered rectangular shaft with almost complete round head 6.1 x 1.4 x .6 cm
275 E4028 001 007 (S) Spike Spike Iron rectangular head and shaft, incomplete 5.7 x 1.9 x .8 cm
276 E4028 H10 008 (A) Nail Nail Iron round head with rectangular shaft, complete 8.7 x 2.7 x .9 cm
277 E4028 H10 008 (B) Nail Nail Iron round head with rectangular shaft, complete 6.2 x 2.6 x .9 cm
278 E4028 H10 008 [C] Arrowhead Socketed arrowhead Iron complete rectangular blade (9mm widest point), narrows before expanding to circular socket, 10.2 x 1.6 x 1.6 cm
279 E4028 H10 008 (D) Nail Nail Iron bent rectangular shaft, no head 7.9 x 2.3 x .6 cm
280 E4028 104 006 (A) Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft, vestige of head 4.5 x .7 x .5 cm
281 E4028 104 006 (B) Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft, no head 3.1 x .9 x .6 cm
282 E4028 104 006 [C] Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft, vestige of head 3.1 x .8 x .7 cm
283 E4028 H11 008 (A) Bar Bar Iron short corroded unidentifiable bar/lump 4.2 x 2.7 x 2.2 cm
284 E4028 H11 008 (B) Strap Strap Iron gently tapered flat strap of iron with no diagnostic features 4.7 x 1.1 x 1.6 cm
285 E4028 H07 003 (A) Hinge Door hinge Iron flat tapered bar, end of door hinge? 6.2 x 1.8 x .7 cm
286 E4028 H07 003 (B) Nail Nail Iron round head with short rectangular shaft 3.7 x 1.5 x .8 cm
287 E4028 H14 013 (A) Nail Nail Iron part of rectangular shaft 2.4 x .6 x .6 cm
288 E4028 H14 013 (B) Nail Nail Iron part of rectangular shaft 2.5 x .7 x .6 cm
289 E4028 H14 013 [C] Nail Nail Iron Oval head with partial rectangular shaft 2.7 x 2.1 x .7 cm
290 E4028 H14 013 (D) Nail Nail Iron vestige of round head on rectangular shaft 3.2 x .8 x 1.1 cm
291 E4028 203 005 Spike Spike Iron large incomplete domed head incomplete, tops tapered rectangular shaft, 10.1 x 2.9 x .9 cm
292 E4028 H14 007 (A) Tenter hook Tenter hook Iron right-angled rectangular-sectioned bar, one arm longer than the other 6.3 x 1.2 x 1.4 cm
293 E4028 H14 007 (B) Nail Nail Iron small rectangular shaft, no head 2.3 x 1.4 x  1 cm
294 E4028 J03 006 (A) Nail Nail Iron long rectangular shaft with partial remains of head, point missing 7.2 x 1.4 x .9 cm
295 E4028 J03 006 (B) Nail Nail Iron round head, incomplete shaft 2.5 x 1.4 x .7 cm
296 E4028 J03 006 [C] Nail Nail Iron tapered rectangular shaft 3.4 x 1.8 x .4 cm
297 E4028 J03 006 (D) Nail Nail Iron complete, round head, rectangular shaft tapered to point 4.2 x .9 x .6 cm
298 E4028 008 002 (A) Spike Spike Iron round head with thick tapered shaft tapered to blunt point 8 x 2.1 x 1.2 cm
299 E4028 008 002 (B) Nail Nail Iron roughly round head, with incomplete tapered rectangular shaft 6.4 x 1.8 x .9 cm
300 E4028 012 001 Nail Nail Iron rectangular tapered shaft, little remains of head 5.3 x 1 x .6 cm
301 E4028 J02 005 (A) Nail Nail Iron shaft is rectangular, expanded at top but no distinct head remains 6 x 1.4 x 1 cm
302 E4028 J02 005 (B) Nail Nail Iron complete, round head with tapered rectangular shaft 4.9 x 1.5 x .7 cm
303 E4028 J02 005 [C] Spike Spike Iron robust almost square shaft, flattened towards point, no head 5.5 x 1.5 x .8 cm
304 E4028 J02 005 (D) Spike Spike Iron robust almost square shaft very gently tapered, small domed head 5.7 x 1.7 x 1 cm
305 E4028 H02 027 wall hook Wall hook Iron tapering shank with hook projecting beyond shank 5.9 x 1.6 x .7 cm
306 E4028 L02 007 (A) Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft, point missing, rectangular head 4.4 x 2.1 x 1.1 cm
307 E4028 L02 007 (B) Nail Nail Iron shaft only, point missing 2.2 x .8 x .5 cm
308 E4028 L02 007 [C] Nail Nail Iron shaft only, tapered to point 3.7 x 1.1 x 1 cm
309 E4028 L02 007 (D) Nail Nail Iron rectangular tapered shaft, no head 4.3 x 1.2 x 1 cm
310 E4028 L02 007 (E) Nail Nail Iron shaft only, tapered to point 2.6 x .8 x .7 cm
311 E4028 L02 007 (F) Nail Nail Iron round head, tapered rectangular shaft 4.2 x 1.1 x .6 cm
312 E4028 L02 007 (G) Nail Nail Iron rectangular shaft, poss horseshoe nail head damaged 3.6 x 1.7 x .5 cm
313 E4028 J01 006 (A) Nail Nail Iron very long slender rectangular shaft, with little of the round head left 8.1 x .9 x .4 cm
314 E4028 J01 006 (B) Spike Spike Iron thick rectangular bar with slightly domed rectangular head 5.9 x 1.4 x 1 cm
315 E4028 J01 006 [C] Spike Spike Iron rectangular head, with thick rectangular incomplete shaft 3.9 x 1.8 x 1 cm
316 E4028 H05 002 (A) Nail Nail Iron large round head with tapered rectangular head 6.4 x 2.4 x 1 cm
317 E4028 H05 002 (B) Nail Horseshoe nail Iron slender rectangular shaft with remnant of rectangular head 4.6 x .8 x .6 cm
318 E4028 H16 020 Nail Nail head Iron Nail head corroded onto earth and stone, vestige of rectangular shaft 4.6 x 3.6 x 2.3 cm
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319 E4028 005 002 (A) Nail Nail Iron long rectangular sectioned shaft, no head 7.1 x 1 x .8 cm
320 E4028 005 002 (B) Nail Horseshoe nail Iron short curved pointed shaft expands to solid rectangular head 4.4 x 1.3 x 1.1 cm
321 E4028 H02 004 Strip window lead? Lead angled strip of lead, possibly used in window, though not a came 7 x 3 x .6 cm
322 E4028 H10 012 (A) Nail Nail Iron incomplete round head, partial rectangular shaft 2.8 x 2.1 x 1.3 cm
323 E4028 H10 012 (B) Nail Nail Iron no round head, tapered rectangular shaft 1.9 x .8 x .8 cm
324 E4028 016 001 Nail Nail Iron complete round-headed with rectangular tapered shaft 6.2 x 2.3 x .8 cm
325 E4028 H23 001 Nail Nail Iron large round head with tapered rectangular shaft, no point remains 4.2 x 2.5 x .9 cm
326 E4028 H11 002 Nail Nail Iron rectangular tapered shaft, no head 4.9 x 1.2 x .8 cm
327 E4028 128 001 Cames Window cames Lead assortment of H-framed window lead, 18.44 x .65 x .44cm (max)
328 E4028 F002 018 Nail Horseshoe nail Iron rectangular shaft which expands to form rectangular head 4 x .9 x .5cm
329 E4028 009 019 Pin Spiral headed pin Cu alloy complete slender pin, spiral headed;  Bifurcated to form two loops  extending from shank. 8.16 x 1.2 x .23cm
330 E4028 K04 002 Nail Horseshoe nail Iron rectangular shaft, expanded and flattened at one end 3.9 x .73 x .45cm
331 E4028 007 001 Nail Nail Iron half of round head remains, rectangular tapered shaft 5.42 x 2.65 x 1.74cm
332 E4028 021 23 Nail Nail Iron flat rectangular head, with tapered rectangular shaft 4.2 x 1.5 x .8cm
333 E4028 021 24 Nail Nail Iron corroded rectangular shaft 4 x 1.55 1.5
334 E4028 021 25 Nail Nail Iron corroded rectangular shaft, fragment 2.7 x 1.3 x 1.2cm
335 E4028 021 26 Wall anchor Wall anchor Iron tapered heavy shaft with flattened expanded head, which is incomplete 11.9 x 4.2 x 1.5cm
336 E402N8 021 012 Nail Nail Iron round domed head, rectangular tapered shaft 6.5 x 2.4 x .8mm
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